The Next Generation of the Legendary Goliath Has Arrived

Two-Year Warranty, 4 Yd3 Hopper,
and Leak-Proof Hydraulics Highlight
GOLIATH G400
The Next-Generation Goliath
High-Compaction Rear Loader
Since its introduction nearly three decades ago, E-Z Pack’s Goliath rear loader has become an industry standard for durability, solid performance,
high compaction and easy operation. With those kinds of credentials, improvements don’t come easy. But the new Goliath G400 has raised
the bar once again, starting with an unprecedented two-year body warranty and a massive 4 cubic yard hopper.

The 2-Year Warranty

Swing Link Design

The basic heart of the Goliath hasn’t changed, which means Smart
Steel construction, Powder Coat paint, swing link packing design,
and simple, direct controls. Goliath’s history for dependability is well
documented, which is why E-Z Pack proudly introduces the
industry’s first 2-year warranty with the Goliath G400. Not only do
you get superior performance with the G400, you’ll also get an
extra measure of confidence and peace of mind.

Like its Goliath predecessors, the new G400 features a linkage
packer design, which means no rollers, slides, or shoes to wear out
and replace. And unlike other linkage designs, the G400 does not
use slots in the hopper side to guide the packer panel, which can
cause troublesome trash buildup. E-Z Pack’s swing link packer is a
proven dependable, easy-to-maintain packing system.

Leak-Proof Hydraulics

4 Yd3 Hopper

Hydraulic leaks have long been an issue with
other rear loaders, but E-Z Pack solves the
problem with leak-proof Flaretight seals on all
G400 hydraulic fittings. The Flaretight seal is
a metal stamping with concentric rings that
form multiple seals down the face of a flared
tubing, and a baked-on Loctite™ sealant to
ensure a complete and secure seal. The result is
a permanent leak-proof connection.

The G400 hopper is the
largest in the industry,
which means you’ll need
fewer cycles to handle
commercial
containers.
Residential routes will get
finished quicker as well, and
more profits will flow to
your bottom line.

Improved Throttle Advance

Highest Compaction
The Goliath has long been
known for its packing
ability, and that won’t
change with the G400, capable of packing up to 1200 lbs. per cubic
yard. Nobody packs a better load than the G400, so you’ll stay on
the route longer with fewer trips to the landfill.

Lowest Loading Height, Easy Controls
The Goliath G400 still has the lowest loading
height in the industry, which saves wear and
tear on your other most valuable asset – your
people. Operators will appreciate G400’s ease
of use, from the loading sill to the straightforward controls – another E-Z Pack hallmark.

Superior Container Handling
The G400 offers improved latching and tipper
combinations to handle containers, both
commercial and residential. With its low
loading height and 4 Yd3 hopper, the G400 will quickly devour
containers up to 12 cubic yards. A variety of residential cart tippers
will mount easily on the G400.

Most rear loaders use electrical switches to control throttle advance
and other tailgate functions, but the G400 uses proximity switches
instead for a more dependable, long-lasting solution.

Flat Panels
The G400 sweep panel and other
moving panels are flat – no bolsters
or braces necessary. The result is an
easy-to-clean panel that won’t collect
debris or liquids that can cause rust
and corrosion.

Cleaner Hydraulic Routing
The routing of hydraulic components
has been simplified for easy maintenance and less chance for debris
buildup.

Powder Coat Paint
Like all E-Z Pack products, the G400 has a powder coat paint finish,
which is five times more durable than wet paint. The finish on your
G400 should last the life of the body. Your fleet will look better and
you’ll save money, too. Powder coating is also a greener technology
because it does not emit Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs).
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